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Your well depth

Current groundwater levels in your 
area
Groundwater level measurable 
objective in your area 
Groundwater level minimum 
threshold in your area

Your pump depth

Groundwater quality at your well

MAGSA is here to help you 
understand how your well fits into the 
new groundwater law “SGMA”. We are 
working hard to balance groundwater 
supplies in your area. You can use the 
checklist provided (right) to assess 
how your domestic well fits into 
sustainable groundwater in MAGSA.

Domestic well owners like 
you are using the checklist to 
understand groundwater and 
their well.

Domestic Well Owner Checklist

Ensuring water supply 
for your home starts 
with simple steps of 
groundwater awareness

MAGSA’s sustainable groundwater management and your domestic well

Groundwater Measurable Objectives
• This is the target groundwater level MAGSA has committed to achieve and maintain by 2040.
• Groundwater levels will fluctuate but trend toward this target.

Groundwater Minimum Thresholds
• This is the lowest groundwater level allowable, offering flexibility during droughts. 
• If the minimum threshold at a monitoring well near you is lower than your domestic well depth, 

you should be aware and plan to take action. Contact us to discuss next steps.

The McMullin Area Groundwater Sustainability Agency (MAGSA) is responsible for managing 
the groundwater where you live. There are two important criteria for you to understand about 
our efforts to make your groundwater sustainable:

Measurable objectives and minimum thresholds vary and have been established at 
monitoring well sites throughout the area. Call MAGSA (559) 515-3339 to find out more about 
how MAGSA is bringing sustainability to your area.

See how your domestic 
well compares to local 
groundwater conditions 
using our checklist.

Sign up for email updates at 
www.mcmullinarea.org



McMullin Area
Groundwater Sustainability Agency (MAGSA)

The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) was signed into California law 
in 2014. SGMA requires subbasins bring groundwater supplies into balance by 2040.

The McMullin Area Groundwater Sustainability Agency (MAGSA) is the local agency in 
your area tasked with ensuring the goals of SGMA are achieved. 

MAGSA is working on behalf of domestic well owners to bring sustainable groundwater 
levels to the area. Local stakeholders are engaging with us to stay informed and provide 
input along the way - you can too! Find out how at www.mcmullinarea.org.

We are your partner in groundwater 
management. Our goal is to bring sustainable 
groundwater levels to the region that benefit your 
domestic well. Not sure how to find groundwater 
condition information for your area? Contact us 
for guidance at (559) 515-3339.

MAGSA is working 
on behalf of 
domestic well 
owners to bring 
sustainable 
groundwater 
levels to the local 
area it serves.

It is expected that groundwater levels will decline before finding balance as MAGSA 
implements projects and programs. It is important to be aware of groundwater 
conditions near your well.

Sustainable Groundwater Management Act

Local groundwater management

Dealing with groundwater conditions

Domestic wells are typically shallower than production wells used for agricultural, 
commercial, and urban supply. It’s important to be aware of groundwater conditions 
in your area on the road to sustainability by 2040.

Groundwater and domestic wells under SGMA

Groundwater, a limited but critical fresh water supply

North Kings GSA, Groundwater Sustainability Plan Page ES-11

Over the last 100 years, more groundwater has 
been pumped from the underground aquifer 
than put back in. This deficit has caused a 
state of steady groundwater level declines. The 
downward trend shown in blue on the right 
represents groundwater level decline from 1920 
through 2020 in the greater Fresno area.

MAGSA is working to stop groundwater decline, 
and is leading the way to sustainability to 
benefit domestic well owners.



1. Contact MAGSA to discuss groundwater conditions and a path forward to ensure a 
secure future water supply for your home.

2. Hire a well driller to either deepen your existing well or drill a new well. Call MAGSA for 
advice on depth and for recommended contractors in your area.

3. Work with MAGSA as we review new well permit applications and provide information 
to well owners and drillers, in coordination with the permitting agencies.

What to do if the your well is vulnerable or goes dry

Managing your domestic well includes groundwater 
awareness. Use the tips below and contact us for more 
information.

1. Have your well sounded 
This will require hiring a contractor. This method will give you an accurate groundwater 
depth at your exact well location. 

2. Have your water quality tested
Free water quality sampling of Bacteriological, Nitrate, and in some cases DBCP is available 
to well owners as a part of their permit fee. If you have not previously received your free 
sampling, contact Fresno County to make arrangements at (559) 600-3357 and ask to speak 
with the water specialist. Sampling for any other constituents requires hiring a contractor.

2. Call MAGSA for latest readings at monitoring wells in the area
Although it may not be as accurate as a measurement taken at the exact well site, 
monitoring wells represent the general groundwater conditions within your vicinity.

How to check groundwater conditions in your area 

Stay engaged with MAGSA! 
We want to hear from you and 
are available to answer your 
questions. Call us at (559) 515-
3339 and visit our website 
www.mcmullinarea.org.

The easiest and fastest way to stay up-to-date. 
Click the email icon above to register!

CONTACT US
275 S Madera Avenue, Suite 301
Kerman, CA 93630

(559) 515-3339
www.mcmullinarea.org

Signs your well is vulnerable to going dry

• You notice sputtering air pockets when you are running water.
• There is sand or sediment in the water.
• The water is not clear, but muddy. 


